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The University of Puget Sound 
is recognized as a school that 
consistently produces many Peace 
Corps volunteers. According to 
data from the Peace Corps, it 
ranks sixth among small schools, 
sharing the spotlight with schools 
like Pacific Lutheran University 
(fifth place) and Dartmouth 
College (also sixth place). 
 “We have seen, time and 
again, that the colleges and 
universities that produce the 
most Peace Corps volunteers 
focus on cultivating global 
citizens,” Jody Olsen, the current 
director of the Peace Corps, said. 
Aside from an inherent interest 
and inclination towards global 
development, what makes Puget 
Sound a top volunteer producer?
Puget Sound’s Peace Corps 
Prep Program likely plays a role. 
Though relatively recent, the prep 
program has already prepared 
seven students to join the Peace 
Corps since its start in 2016. 
The program guides students 
to be more prepared to work 
in international development. 
Many schools across the United 
States participate. Schools 
follow the Peace Corps’ criteria 
for preparation and work to 
build a preparatory curriculum. 
 The program allows students to 
have an edge when applying for 
the Peace Corps. Getting into the 
Peace Corps can be a competitive 
process, and with the prep 
program, one can be prepared 
for the growing competition. 
The Trail met with Matt 
Warning, a professor of economics 
and global studies at Puget Sound 
and the current advisor to the 
program, to discuss its benefits.
Warning led with the idea 
that the program is not solely 
for the Peace Corps; it can also 
prepare students for any kind of 
international development work. 
The program gives students the 
opportunity to explore the basic 
concepts behind international 
development work. This involves 
experiential learning through 
volunteering and building 
an academic basis of skills. 
The program requires 50 hours 
of volunteer service that relates 
to your sector of interest in the 
Peace Corps. It also requires three 
classes pertaining to the student’s 
area of interest. The classes and 
volunteering should focus on 
one of the following concepts: 
health, education, environment, 
youth in development, agriculture 
or community economic 
development. It also requires 
preparation with Career and 
Employment Services and 
suggests language practice 
depending on the desired 
location of volunteering. 
“People don’t always realize 
how challenging it is to join,” 
Warning said about the Peace 
Corps. He cautioned that some 
sectors of the Peace Corps are 
more competitive than others. 
According to Warning, 
someone applying to do youth in 
development in a Latin American 
country may have a harder 
time getting in than someone 
applying to do agricultural 
work in Africa. Developing 
a solid understanding of the 
expectations of the Peace Corps 
is integral; the prep program’s 
main goal is to prepare students 
to meet these expectations. 
Despite the fact that the program 
has been functioning on campus 
for around three years, it is not very 
well known on campus. According 
to Warning, the program should 
become better known as they 
begin to advertise more. Members 
of the community should 
expect tabling, informational 
campaigns and work with the 
Center for Intercultural and Civic 
Engagement. Perhaps Puget 
Sound’s recurring high status will 
shed more light on the program. 
Concerns over the Peace Corps 
being intrusive, or potentially 
white-saviorism, are present 
on campus. When asked about 
this, Warning discussed how 
a lot of work in international 
development can carry these 
connotations. For him, the Peace 
Corps is a “mode of cultural 
exchange”: it allows people to 
learn from each other, to gather 
lessons from different cultures. 
Warning spoke about the 
importance of being well-
prepared, of having the right 
information and knowing how to 
interact. The prep program will 
hopefully help to accomplish this. 
“Tempered idealism” and 
“enlightened self interest” were 
terms Warning brought up 
repeatedly. Being able to be 
patient, controlled and methodical 
in one’s optimism while also 
understanding one’s own personal 
goals allows for a holistic start 
to international development. 
Being engaged in a community 
long-term and understanding 
that the goal is to build 
relationships has the potential 
to limit the savior complex that 
international service can carry. 
“The decision to serve in the 
Peace Corps was hands down 
one of the best choices I’ve 
made,” Elizabeth Glass, a 2010 
graduate of Puget Sound and a 
Peace Corps volunteer, said. In 
her time, the Peace Corps Prep 
Program didn’t exist. Instead, 
it was an informal network of 
faculty and student relationships 
that supported students as they 
pursued international work. Glass 
realized early on that she wanted 
to do the Peace Corps and took the 
necessary steps to achieve her goal. 
The Peace Corps Prep Program 
actualized the informal network 
that Glass alluded to. It gives 
students the resources to 
learn about the Peace Corps, 
to investigate and prepare. 
“I really encourage people 
to come talk to me,” Warning 
said. The prep program is an 
opportunity to explore and to 
ultimately see if the Peace Corps 
is the right fit. The faculty of the 
prep program wants students 
to ask questions to see if the 
program might benefit them.
By Julia Schiff
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PUGET SOUND 
A TOP PRODUCER OF 
PEACE CORPS 
VOLUNTEERS Over the last two years, Special Counsel Robert Mueller has investigated Russian interference 
in the 2016 United States presidential election. 
According to the article “Mueller Delivers Report on 
Trump-Russia Investigation to Attorney General” published 
in the New York Times, the Mueller investigation has 
gained the most public interest in the U.S. since Watergate. 
On March 22, 2019 Attorney General William Barr 
submitted a summary of Mueller’s findings to Congress. 
Over 500 witnesses were interviewed for the investigation, 
and information was requested from 13 foreign governments 
according to an NPR article titled “Mueller Report Doesn’t 
Find Russian Collusion, But Can’t ‘Exonerate’ On Obstruction.”
“The Special Counsel’s investigation did not find that the 
Trump campaign or anyone associated with it conspired 
or coordinated with Russia in its efforts to influence the 
2016 U.S. presidential election,” Barr wrote in the summary. 
Though no Americans were found guilty of collusion, 
six former Trump aides were found to have lied or 
deceived federal investigators or congress regarding 
their interactions with Russians during the campaign.
The first part of the investigation found two distinct Russian 
efforts to interfere in the election; one effort from the Russian 
government, members of which successfully hacked into 
computers associated with the Democratic Party and the 
Clinton campaign, and another effort from a non-government 
organization called the Internet Research Agency (IRA). 
According to Barr’s summary, the IRA worked to “conduct 
disinformation and social media operations in the United 
States designed to sow social discord, eventually with the 
aim of interfering with the election.” The Special Counsel 
has brought criminal charges against a number of these 
Russian actors, but did not find any coordination between 
these groups and any members of the Trump administration. 
The second part of the investigation looked into whether 
or not President Trump has obstructed justice. “While this 
report does not conclude that the President committed 
a crime, it also does not exonerate him,” Barr said. 
Though the Special Counsel was unable to find substantial 
evidence of obstruction of justice, it is important to note that 
prosecutors were never able to personally interview the President. 
Despite the current policy that sitting presidents can not be 
indicted, Trump’s lawyers negotiated that he would only give 
written responses, fearing the possibility of political repercussions 
from an oral interview, according to the New York Times.
Many Democrats and Republicans have 
called for the full report to be made public. 
In the summary, Barr wrote: “I am mindful of the public 
interest in this matter. For that reason, my goal and intent 
is to release as much of the Special Counsel’s report as I can 
consistent with applicable law, regulations, and Departmental 
policies. Based on my discussions with the Special Counsel 
and my initial review, it is apparent that the report contains 
material that is or could be subject to Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure which imposes restrictions on the use and disclosure 
of information relating to matter[s] occurring before grand jury.” 
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and New York Senator 
Chuck Schumer released a statement against the White 
House being able to preview the findings, saying, “The White 
House must not be allowed to interfere in decisions about 
what parts of those findings or evidence are made public,” 
as quoted in the New York Times article “Mueller Delivers 
Report on Trump-Russia Investigation to Attorney General.” 
By Kylie Gurewitz
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The following is a summary of incidents 
reported to Security Services occurring on-
campus between March 26 , 2019 and April 1, 
2019:
·    Security responded and assisted a student 
in a residence hall who was ill due to the 
overconsumption of alcohol.
·     Security investigated a report of malicious 
mischief at the Social Justice and Diversity 
Centers. Illegible writing in black spray paint 
was found on the patio wall between the 
centers. 
·     Students in a university-owned residence 
reported someone entered their house without 
authorization (technically a burglary) and 
re-arranged several items in the living space. 
Additionally they discovered their university 
keys, ID cards and a decorative tray were 
missing. 
·    Security responded to a report of a dispute 
between two students in a university residence.
 
Crime Prevention Measures
 
Please continue to be mindful of Security 
as we enter the Spring months. Secure your 
belongings, remove valuables from your vehicle 
and keep your residence secure by locking 
doors and windows. Remember to use the 
Security Safety Escort program. Vehicle and 
walking safety escorts are available by calling 
253.879.3311.
Crime prevention is a community 
responsibility. Please do your part to keep 
the campus safe. Always report suspicious 
activity immediately to Security Services 
(253.879.3311.) Be mindful of your safety and 
security by using our 24-hour safety escort 
program and by keeping belongings secured. 
The use of a U-bolt style lock to secure bicycles 
is highly recommended. Register your vehicle 
with 529 Garage by visiting our website. Do 
not leave valuables in your vehicle. All vehicles 
parked on campus must be registered with 
Security Services. Vehicle registration is free. 
Register through your myPugetSound portal. 
Contact a member of our team if you have 
questions or concerns about campus safety. We 
are here to serve you.
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By Marcelle Rutherfurd
Tacoma residents were alerted in 
February to changes in the recycling 
program that could affect how much 
material the city can recycle and 
could possibly eliminate curbside 
recycling. 
Although a seemingly local issue, 
these changes are actually the result 
of international regulations. Tacoma 
sells their recycling to China, and 
China recently changed their 
requirements for what can and can’t 
be recycled there. 
“Materials that do not meet the 
new requirements are rejected. 
There is low to no tolerance for 
dirty or improperly sorted items. 
More than ever, it’s important to 
emphasize quality over quantity and 
the need for clean recyclables. In the 
recent past, materials were marketed 
at a profit. Now as a result of the 
new policies, the City of Tacoma is 
facing increased costs to maintain 
its recycling program,” the Tacoma 
City website reads. 
According to the Washington 
Post, this is a nationwide problem. 
Many cities in America send their 
recyclables to China, and it is easier 
for big cities to handle this recent 
problem than small cities, as they 
can absorb extra costs of recyclable 
items. Smaller cities in America 
are having to limit what they can 
recycle in order to keep up with the 
regulations.
It was in 2018 that China “banned 
the import of most paper and 
plastic for recycling,” according 
to the Tacoma City website. The 
material that Tacoma would usually 
send to China was considered 
contamination as a result of this. 
This radically drove up the cost 
of the program and now Tacoma 
city council, with the assistance of 
citizens, is trying to come up with a 
new solution.
According to the City of Tacoma 
website, in December of 2018 the 
city started to reach out to the 
community to ask for help and 
feedback in how this issue should 
be fixed. The City Council will be 
making a decision soon, based on 
input from citizens, as to how this 
should be handled. It is expected 
that changes to the program will be 
announced in June of 2019. 
Those interested can find out more 
at www.cityoftacoma.org.
Changes coming to Tacoma’s 
recycling program
Photo pictures a truck laden with recycling in Shanghai. 
According to NPR, the U.S. exports about 1/3 of its recycling, and until recently,nearly half has gone to China.
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Puget Sound religion 
professors host 
conversation about 
Islamophobia
In reaction to the recent mosque attack 
in New Zealand, campus community 
members gathered on March 27 in Trimble 
Forum to participate in a conversation titled 
“UNLearning Islamophobia.”
The conversation was hosted by Adjunct 
Professor of Religion Ann Redding, 
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies 
Sam Kigar and Visiting Professor of 
Religion & Queer Studies Heather White.
Those in attendance included religious 
studies professors, students currently 
enrolled in religion classes and other 
community members interested in the 
conversation topic who wanted to be 
educated.
This conversation provided a space for 
reflection on anti-Muslim bias and extreme 
acts of hatred, as well as an opportunity to 
discuss the potential we each have to enact 
change. 
Puget Sound sophomore Emily Olson 
was one student in attendance. Currently 
enrolled in The Religion of Islam, a class 
taught by Kigar, Olson heard about this 
event in class and decided to attend. 
“I was really intrigued when he told us 
about it in class and I wanted to learn more 
about Islamophobia and how that’s affecting 
the world right now. What happened in 
New Zealand upset me because of how 
much hate is in the world and I wanted to 
learn more about what we can do to prevent 
that from happening, even if it’s just small 
actions in our individual community,” Olson 
said.
Attendees were organized into small 
groups and the conversation began with a 
guided reflection on personal experiences 
and interactions with Islam and those who 
practice it.
The first part of the reflection asked 
participants to recall what their earliest 
memory or awareness of Islam or of 
Muslims was when they were growing up. 
Responses varied, with some attendees 
sharing that they had grown up with 
Muslim friends and had been exposed to 
their culture for many years, while others 
expressed a lack of knowledge and cultural 
exposure as a result of growing up in a 
sheltered, primarily white environment.
Expanding on this question, the next 
part of the small group reflection asked 
attendees to identify people that they know 
or have met who identify as Muslim and 
under what circumstances they met. Those 
to whom this did not apply were asked to 
reflect on why they might not have had any 
interactions.
The third part of the individual reflection 
asked participants to identify what they 
thought were the roots of Islamophobia 
and why they thought there was a “socially-
sanctioned fear of Islam and a hatred of 
Muslims in the United States.”
After reflecting on these three questions 
in small groups, the hosting professors each 
took turns reflecting on their own experiences 
with Islam. Redding, a practicing Muslim, 
spoke of her own experience on March 15, 
the day of the Christchurch attack, and how 
as she went to mosque to pray there was a 
police officer outside.
Redding reflected on the strange reality 
that she was in need of protection at her 
place of worship. When she went to pray 
that day, Muslim allies were present, a 
gesture that she said “made it possible to be 
more than just a victim.”
White continued the conversation, 
speaking on how Christian culture dominates 
society and influences Islamophobia. They 
expressed how it is necessary to understand 
the contexts that nurture Islamophobia so 
as to effectively combat it.
Kigar concluded the reflections, speaking 
about how these forms of violence and 
oppression are connected and deeply rooted 
in sentiments of nativism.
Kigar took a step back from the current 
Islamophobic culture to discuss the 
vilification of Islam and dehumanization 
of Muslims by media and policy agendas in 
the 1990s and 2000s. He spoke about how 
this resulted in the confusing association of 
Islam with terrorism, that “suddenly, visually 
everyone is a terrorist.”
The conversation hour concluded with a 
final group discussion of how to understand 
the root causes that have led to this cycle of 
hatred and how to to progressively break the 
cycle and move forward.
By Christina Conry
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Mueller delivers report 
on Russia investigation
By Sofia Vazquez
Logger Day 
Challenge raises 
thousands of 
dollars for student 
scholarships
There are many ways for people 
to support the Logger community. 
They can attend athletic events, 
buy spirit wear, attend the many 
lectures and events hosted on 
campus or donate money to a 
number of causes during the 
Logger Day Challenge. These 
events bring the community 
together for the cause of making 
the University a better place. 
“Logger Day Challenge is Puget 
Sound’s annual day of giving and 
what that is is a 24-hour time 
period that gives students, alumni, 
parents, faculty staff, anybody or 
friends at Puget Sound a chance 
to give back and support financial 
aid or a variety of other awesome 
causes,” Assistant Director of 
Annual Giving Emily Welbourn 
said. 
This year the event took place on 
March 26. Many signs could be 
seen around campus and a table 
collecting donations was set up 
outside of Diversions Cafe. 
“The day was centered around 
three groups of funds – the Puget 
Sound Fund (which carries six 
specific designations – financial 
aid, faculty support, student 
life, academic program, campus 
enrichment and area of greatest 
need), identity-based scholarships 
and athletics (overall and specific 
teams),” Assistant Director of 
Annual Giving Emily Holloway 
wrote in an email. This event 
not only brings the community 
together but also helps many 
members continue and improve 
their Puget Sound experience. 
“The identity-based scholarships 
received an anonymous trustee 
challenge, spurred by the donor’s 
interest in furthering the work of 
the students who established the 
scholarships,” Holloway wrote.
For students it must be very 
encouraging to see their hard 
work produce more results besides 
a good G.P.A. In addition, this 
support towards minority groups 
will allow for the community to 
become more diverse, bringing 
new perspectives and talents to 
the University.
This year, “We had an 
anonymous trustee give $5,000 
match for three of our identity-
based scholarships so that was a 
great talking point to be able to 
contact donors, or people who had 
done to endowed scholarships 
in the past, or even people who 
have never donated to endowed 
scholarships before,” Welbourn 
said. 
This type of exposure makes 
people see that others are getting 
involved in supporting the 
community. It encourages other 
possible donors to participate 
because they are able to see that 
their money is going to a good 
cause.
This year the Logger Day 
Challenge had some new 
developments. “This, the second 
year, included more volunteer 
engagement and a visible campus 
presence,” Holloway wrote. More 
publicity meant that more people 
knew of this event and thought 
about making a contribution. 
Furthermore, “This is our 
first year using this new special 
website. … For 24 hours people 
can log in, make their donation 
to any athletics team, some of our 
identity-based scholarships or the 
Puget Sound Fund. They can do 
that online or many people have 
been mailing gifts in advance, 
or we are collecting gifts here at 
the table,” Welbourn said. There 
are many ways the community 
and other people that want to be 
involved can make a contribution. 
“Athletic teams collected funds 
for their operating budgets. 
Coaches identified areas where 
their teams might allocate 
resources and presented those 
as potential reasons to support 
the team during Logger Day 
Challenge,” Holloway wrote. 
Many athletic teams got 
their own exposure about their 
collection campaigns by recording 
amusing publicity videos that they 
sent out to alumni, family and 
friends to get them to support 
their sport. After all, “Logger Day 
Challenge is also about Logger 
pride,” Holloway said. 
This event could potentially 
become a tradition that brings 
people from different backgrounds 
and interests together for the 
common goal of supporting one 
another. 
The Times also reported that polls 
demonstrate that the majority of Americans 
want to see the reports’ findings, and that 
the House of Representatives unanimously 
passed an agreement to publicize the 
report, though it is nonbinding. President 
Trump also calls for the investigation to be 
publicized. 
He is quoted in the same New York Times 
article as saying,“Let people see it. ... There 
was no collusion. There was no obstruction. 
There was no nothing.” 
It has since been announced that the 
report will be made public in mid-April. 
According to the New York Times article 
“Barr Says Mueller Report Will Be 
Redacted and Made Public by Mid-April,” 
the White House will not be able to see the 
document before it is made public. 
(Continued from page 1...)
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Photo pictures attorney general William Barr (right) shaking hands with President Trump (left)
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The Diner baked up some Logger Day 
Challenge cookies to help with the festivities.
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Privilege follows you outdoors
When giving tours, prospective students 
and families often ask me about some of our 
dominant cultures on campus. I usually end 
up talking about our student body’s near-
universal inclination towards the outdoors, 
and how many clubs and even first-year 
orientation is geared towards pushing 
students into nature. What I don’t talk 
about, however, is the privilege from which 
that culture comes — and the correlation 
between our majority-white, majority-
wealthy campus and a thirst for getting in 
touch with nature. 
What many of us may not realize is that 
for much of American history, the freedom 
and joy that can come with exploring nature 
are tied to key elements of white privilege 
that appear natural to white people (pun 
intended) but are often out of the question 
for people of color. 
Firstly, the ability to fill your car with gear 
and drive off into the mountains/desert/
forest is a privilege in itself that remains 
unaffected by an often-overlooked issue 
for people of color: limited mobility. In a 
word, white people in America have the 
freedom and opportunity to go wherever 
they wish, whenever they wish. If they want 
to move from New York City to Idaho, or 
from Wichita to Miami, there’s very little 
stopping them. 
The same can’t be said of people of color. 
My father, who was born in 1960, told me 
stories of how he and his father would have 
to plan out road trip routes ahead of time 
with maps and informative charts in order to 
navigate safely through the country and find 
gas stations willing to serve black people. 
When I was applying to college, there was 
an unspoken agreement that I would have 
to end up on the West Coast or at least in a 
major city. As a black and openly queer man, 
much of the country would be dangerous for 
me to live in. 
Instances like mine affect millions of other 
people of color in America, and so we have 
a careful suspicion of simply trotting off, 
unplanned, into the wild. Many of the white 
students here have no such inhibitions, and 
so activities like camping, backpacking and 
climbing mountains are a major privilege to 
them. 
Secondly, classism and other capitalist 
mechanisms play a huge role in going 
outdoors. When the Yellowstone National 
Park was created in 1872, the first of its 
kind, it was declared as a public park for the 
enjoyment of the American people and their 
future generations. One hundred and forty-
seven years later, the dream of Yellowstone 
has been warped into a nightmare, as 
corporations have seen to it that no one 
without money will have the resources or 
means to have a worthwhile time outdoors. 
Skiing and snowboarding are expensive 
hobbies. A solid insulated jacket from 
Columbia will set you back $50 at the least. 
In a nation of increasing economic divide, 
wealthy white people have much easier and 
uncontested access to the outdoors. White 
America decided that if they couldn’t put a 
price on forest trails and hot springs, they’d 
put a price on what it takes to enjoy them. 
And that’s what really bothers me: nature is 
supposed to be free. 
Another avenue of privilege tied to going 
outdoors, and perhaps the most problematic, 
is the aestheticization of poverty. Money is 
a taboo subject in America, and many of our 
wealthiest students aren’t keen to talk about 
their piles of cash. Interestingly enough, 
many of them turn to nature as a neutral 
hobby, something “everyone” can do. 
I think many of these people see nature 
as antithetical to their wealth and privilege. 
They see wealth as gold mansions and shiny 
cars, and so being interested in nature 
makes them less materialistic and, in a 
way, more human. It’s worth noting that 
many students who relish in the privileges 
of wealth consider wealth and capitalism 
“unnatural,” yet spend hundreds on brand-
name nature gear. Their solution to avoiding 
the stereotypes of richness is, ironically, 
embracing the stereotypes of what they 
perceive as poverty and spending thousands 
of dollars to do so. 
All that said, nature does not belong 
to white people. Long before colonizers 
began to reach across the continents with 
evil at their fingertips, indigenous peoples 
were practicing sustainable consumption 
strategies and held nature high in their 
cultural and spiritual values. Deep in all of us 
lies a connection to the nature from which 
we came, and it is not white people’s duty 
nor charity to try and espouse outdoorsiness 
in others. 
In our modern times, some people may 
enjoy the outdoors and others the air-
conditioned cubicle. Regardless of who 
wants to spend more time outdoors, the 
fact of the matter is many people of color 
can’t — and it’s important for white wealthy 
students on this campus to recognize and 
check their privilege. 
By Isaac Sims-Foster
A person hikes in the Talkeetna Mountains of Alaska. The trope of the transcendentalist man in 
nature has been present in the U.S. for over a century.
As a school where 74 percent of our students come from 
out of state, according to the University website, there is a 
large disconnect between the campus and Tacoma. Being 
a residential school means most of our students live either 
on campus or within a few blocks of campus. Our classes, 
activities and many jobs are also based on campus. This 
further prevents people from leaving campus and reinforces 
the Puget Sound Bubble. The Bubble goes two ways; 
students do not feel the need to leave campus and as a result, 
Tacoma locals are not as aware of the University. 
The University should strive to be an active part of the 
Tacoma community. Regardless of whether you intend to 
be in Tacoma only during the academic year for the next 
four years or if you intend on staying here after graduation, 
while you are living out here you are affecting the Tacoma 
community. Rather than simply being a passerby who does 
not venture out beyond North End, try to become more 
involved with events happening around the city. 
As first-year Christina Mills who is from Tacoma put it, 
“The Puget Sound Bubble makes it hard for students to 
actually embrace the environment they’ve decided to live in.”
 This is initially because the campus is located in a segregated 
part of Tacoma that consists predominantly of white people 
of a higher socioeconomic background. Students often think 
that stepping foot off campus enlightens their understanding 
of Tacoma, when in reality there is much more beyond the 
streets that begin with “N.”’
While discussing Tacoma, students will frequently 
reference it as being unsafe. 
“ The overall notions of Tacoma are inaccurate,” Mills said. 
“They vary from good to bad based on location. Anywhere 
from 6th Ave or Downtown Tacoma to Point Ruston Way 
is so-called ‘aesthetic, and beautiful’, but anywhere else 
beyond this is ‘dangerous’ or goes undiscovered. There is no 
doubt that ideas about Tacoma stem from the demographics 
of the people who live here, and because of this I am both 
offended, and disappointed.” 
This attitude of hesitation, judgement, and disinterest that 
many students harbor against Tacoma has implications for 
students and the city. We further isolate ourselves from the 
city when we have that attitude. Our students having that 
attitude can also alienate people from Tacoma, especially 
students on our campus. 
I asked sophomore Nani Woodard about their opinion on 
the University before coming here.
“All I knew about UPS...” Woodard said, “was that it was 
preppy, expensive, and you probably wouldn’t be able to get a 
job outside of the PNW with a degree from here.” 
We should try to attract more local students to attend 
the University. Through programs like the Tacoma Public 
Schools Initiative, the University is trying to attract students. 
The Public Schools Initiative provides financial aid to 
students from Tacoma Public Schools. While this financial 
aid helps to attract students to the University, simply giving 
a student money does not do enough; there needs to be 
structural support for these students. 
This view of Puget Sound can prevent local students from 
applying here and ultimately attending here. Furthering 
programs likes the Public Schools Initiative and other access 
programs can help to bridge the gap between the local 
community and our campus. Providing adequate support 
for these students can help to retain them. 
Beyond attracting local students, we should be trying to 
change our reputation with general community members. 
We should strive to be active, engaged members of Tacoma, 
caring about issues affecting our city. CICE is always working 
on projects to open up campus to the greater community, 
and vice versa. The Local Logger Program has organized 
a number of events aimed at getting Loggers involved in 
greater Tacoma, be it through volunteer beach cleanups or 
helping out at Hilltop Urban Gardens. 
If we can leave the confines of Alder and Union and get 
out into Tacoma, we can change the reputation of the school. 
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Life in the Puget Sound Bubble
& why we need to leave it
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The Tacoma Narrows Bridge links Tacoma to Gig Harbor. 
Keep driving and visit the Olympic Peninsula.
“Boom boom boom clap / 
You’re picture perfect blue / 
sunbathing on the moon / Stars 
shining as your bones illuminate 
/ first kiss just like a drug / under 
your influence / you take me over 
you’re magic in my veins / This 
must be love.” 
It’s Charli, baby, and her song 
“Boom Clap” is an example of 
STI positivity. 
If you are sexually active there 
is a 50 percent chance that you 
will contract a sexual transmitted 
infection (STI), the American 
Sexual Health Association 
(ASHA) said. When I first 
learned that fact, the first 
thing I wondered was what the 
difference between an STI and 
a Sexually Transmitted Disease 
(STD) was. 
Recently, public health officials 
have started to use the term 
STI instead of STD as a way 
to inform people that not all 
infections turn into disease. 
Essentially what this means is 
you can have an STI and not 
show symptoms. This was news 
to me. 
I come from Texas, and the 
sex ed I got there was not 
amazing. In elementary school 
I was taught that puberty was 
supposed to happen in fifth 
grade and in middle school I was 
told sex would make my penis 
burn no matter what I did. 
Social media plus middle 
school sounds like hell. However, 
there are some great Instagram 
accounts that are doing the most 
to educate their audiences and 
break down STI stigma. One 
Instagram account that is doing 
the most for Herpes sex ed is 
My_Boyfriend_Has_Herpes. 
The bio is “My Boyfriend Has 
Herpes #comics based on real 
stories about a couple dating 
with #hsv.” 
This STI-positive Instagram 
page acts like a short educational 
comic book starting with a 
tinder date. The artist, Momo, is 
now dating Felix who has herpes 
and together their relationship 
makes up the comic. 
Momo was nervous on their 
first date but she noticed that 
Felix was way more shy than 
she was. In one of the comics 
she thinks to herself, “Well, he’s 
attracted to me and I’m attracted 
to him. We’re both grown 
adults, so are we going to bang 
tonight???” Felix, the boy she had 
been going on multiple dates 
with, kept putting sex off and she 
thought it was just Felix being 
wholesome. 
It is interesting that Momo’s 
response to someone who does 
not show interest in having sex 
but is still interested romantically 
is to call them wholesome. 
It makes me uncomfortable 
that someone might think I’m 
wholesome just because I don’t 
want to have sex right away.
Anyway, when Momo tries to 
subtly ask Felix why he doesn’t 
like PDA or hasn’t hinted at 
wanting to go home to have sex 
on any of their dates, he finally 
tells her he has herpes. 
Felix says, “Well, so I like you, 
Momo. And this isn’t easy for 
me to talk about … but I have 
genital HSV.” 
Like a lot of people I know 
(including myself ), Momo didn’t 
know much about herpes. She 
thinks to herself, “As a sexual 
active adult I should know more 
about STIs,” and this is why the 
page exists, to educate us. 
Reading through American 
Sexual Health Association’s 
website, I found that the herpes 
infection is common. About 
one in eight people aged 14–49 
in the U.S. has genital herpes. 
According to My_Boyfriend_
Has_Herpes, though, there are 
not always obvious symptoms 
and doctors can decide not to 
test you if you’re showing no 
symptoms. 
The association has found 
that even though young people 
account for half of new STI 
cases in the U.S., only 12 percent 
were tested for STIs in 2018. Do 
not be afraid of the test results. 
People with STIs and STDs 
live long and happy lives and 
can be in healthy and happy 
relationships!
Near the end of the comic 
Momo says, “Working around 
Herpes makes us talk more about 
what we want. And it makes it 
hard to default to the routine 
penetrative sex. Which I think 
makes our sex life better!” 
Momo shows that the Charli 
XCX’s song is true. People with 
STIs have love running through 
their veins.
The Happy Trail is The Trail ’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is 
to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic 
violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your sexu-
ality and gender questions to mmclean@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.
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How to date with herpes
Whether you have never seen porn before 
or you watch it every day, you may have 
wondered about what’s going on behind the 
scenes, if the scenes are consensual and if 
the actors are getting paid fairly. 
There is a history of porn being fought 
back against by feminist groups as well as 
conservative groups that see pornography 
as misogynist and inaccurate portrayals of 
sex. Other feminists claim that as long as 
pornography is understood as a theatrical 
performance instead of “real” sex, there is 
nothing wrong with viewing it. 
There is no consensus, but there is no 
question that Americans watch a LOT of 
porn. According to PornHub’s 2016 year in 
review data, visitors to the website viewed a 
grand total of 91,980,225,000 videos. 
Despite the ubiquity of porn (we know 
that 70 percent of millennial men and 30 
percent of millennial women watch porn at 
least once per week according to a PornHub 
2016 survey), the understanding of ethical 
porn remains muddy. There is well-known 
abuse of women specifically in the adult 
film industry, portrayed in the Netflix 
documentary “Hot Girls Wanted” in which 
women agree to shoot a scene involving a 
certain act but then get coerced during the 
scene into a more hard-core act. 
The organization “Fight the New Drug” 
claims that no porn is ethical because it hurts 
those watching it by creating unrealistic 
expectations of sex, creating pornography 
addictions and harming relationships and 
people’s relationship with sex.
However, feminist porn star, sex worker 
and sex educator Annie Sprinkle once 
said on her blog, “The answer to bad porn 
isn’t no porn … it’s to try and make better 
porn!”
This “better porn” is marketed as “ethical 
porn,” which is pornography that is made 
fair-trade with performer’s rights and well-
being at the forefront. In other words, 
the actors aren’t forced to do anything in 
their scenes. Usually, ethical porn sites 
place a special interest in bodies that aren’t 
extremely thin, white and hairless. They 
also often enlist real couples or friends. 
According to Autostraddle, a website 
focused on LGBTQ+ women, a little-
known fact is that BDSM porn is often the 
most consensual (and in turn, ethical) kind 
of porn because the BDSM community 
relies heavily on consent.
It is extremely difficult to cover all of your 
ethical bases in our global capitalist world. 
The complexities of each action we take 
can be ethical in many ways but unethical 
in ways that we cannot see. For example, 
we cannot always prove consent even 
when it appears to be evident, we cannot 
guarantee that our money is making its way 
to the laborers of the product we are using 
and so on. 
In this way, likely no “ethical porn” is 
completely ethical. The steps it takes from 
production to appearing on our personal 
screens are far too complex for us to have 
control and make ethical decisions on 
everything. 
However, this is the way that we live 
and act as consumers in every other aspect 
of our lives as well, including our food, 
clothing, technological devices and so on. 
In other words, as consumers in a capitalist 
world, there is certainly no black and white; 
instead there are actions we can take that 
are slightly more and slightly less ethical. 
There are some ways you can make sure 
the porn you’re watching is more ethical. 
For example, you can try to find the 
performer consent policy on the website, 
find performers on social media, watch the 
non-porn content on the same site with 
interviews with the performers that will 
more explicitly show them giving consent, 
and yes, pay for porn.
“A viewer will hit most of their ethical 
concerns if they’ve pulled out a credit 
card to watch it. When it comes to sex 
work, payment is an expression of consent 
between the worker and the client, and 
that’s no different in pornography,” Jiz Lee, 
a queer porn star, said in a blurb on her 
book, “Coming Out Like a Pornstar.”
Finally, at least know the company that 
produced the porn you’re watching. If 
you’re on a tube site (such as Pornhub or 
XVideos), you can go to the producing 
company’s website instead so that you can 
support them more directly. 
Porn is ubiquitous — is there a way to 
ensure its morality? 
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Ethical porn: The lowdown
By Ellen Finn
By Bennett Johnson
A committed relationship is possible with STIs; it just requires, as in any 
relationship, communication.
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In a line that went outside and wrapped 
around the Seattle Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, excited students and faculty waited 
to check in at the 2019 annual LGBTQ+ 
Youth Leadership Conference hosted by 
the Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education 
Network (GLSEN). 
The conference, which was held on 
Saturday, March 30, offered opportunities to 
meet and talk to LGBTQ+ advocates, attend 
workshops and learn how to strengthen 
schools’ Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) 
clubs. The conference mainly focused on 
supporting middle to high school students; 
however many teachers, guidance counselors 
and some college students also attended the 
event.  
According to the GLSEN website, GLSEN 
is an advocacy group focused on K-12 public 
school students. The organization was 
founded in 1990 by a group of dedicated 
teachers in Massachusetts with the goal of 
improving support to LGBTQ+ students 
who were often bullied, discriminated 
against or even dropped out of school. 
Every year the annual GLSEN conference 
attracts hundreds of students and teachers 
from around Washington. Similar 
conferences are held in GLSEN’s 45 other 
chapters around the U.S. 
This year, University of Puget Sound first-
year Danny Charney helped organize the 
GLSEN conference in Seattle. Charney has 
been involved with GLSEN since his junior 
year of high school after being selected to 
be one of 20 students in GLSEN’s national 
student council. After Charney’s term in the 
student council ended after high school, he 
remained motivated to continue to advocate 
for the LGBTQ+ community. 
“I wanted to work with GLSEN more 
so I joined their local chapter. I contacted 
them and they told me they were starting 
to prepare for the GLSEN Washington 
State Youth Conference. … That was about 
three to four months ago and from then on 
we’ve been planning, writing up workshops, 
contacting people to lead workshops. … It’s 
been a lot of work … but just seeing those 
kids look so happy and so motivated to 
create change in their own communities … 
is just so awesome,” Charney said. 
“They’re not all from Seattle, or from 
liberal areas. There are some kids from small 
towns in the middle of Washington who 
don’t have as much support as I had so it’s 
awesome to give back,” Charney said.
The workshops during the conference 
covered a broad range of themes starting 
with advocacy, building community and 
creating positive change, to destigmatizing 
mental health for LGBTQ+ youth. There 
were also workshops faculty and students 
could attend together including self-defense, 
bullying awareness, supporting LGBTQ+ 
students through a whole-child approach, 
creating safe spaces, GSA success stories 
and more. Many students and faculty shared 
personal stories while also having fun. 
The conference also emphasized 
the importance of recognizing the 
intersectionality in living as an LGBTQ+ 
person. 
“Fundamentally, there’s no such thing as 
a single-issue struggle because we do not 
live single-issue lives. … Labeling someone 
as a person of color or a female is only one 
element of their identity. And if you look 
at the circle of different identities, there 
are many combinations of these that can 
exist. So we need to be conscious of these 
experiences in the classroom,” organizer and 
workshop leader Scott DePriest said during 
the educators’ workshop. 
Some workshops discussed serious issues 
that reflected the difficult reality students in 
the LGBTQ+ community face. Examples 
included the mental health workshop for 
depression and anxiety and the self-defense 
workshop that students as young as 11 
listened to.
Charney believes that these difficult 
conversations are important to build 
confidence in students. 
“I believe having these types of workshops 
is super important. ...To have students who 
are confident saying that they have mental 
health issues and not stigmatizing it but 
basically saying we’re proud of where we 
come from,” Charney said about the mental 
health workshops. 
“And it’s always good to know how to 
defend yourself in case you know, God 
forbid something bad happens. … It’s so you 
can protect yourself and have confidence 
that you will be ok. I think that’s truly 
important,” Charney said of the self-defense 
workshop. 
The keynote speaker, YouTuber Connor 
Franta, emphasized the importance of being 
open and proud as an LGBTQ+ person, as 
well as the importance of events such as the 
LGBTQ+ Youth Leadership Conference. 
“It’s important we have exposure and 
education in our education systems at a very 
young age because it is so easy to pretend 
like something doesn’t exist if you don’t 
talk about it, and it’s so easy to pretend like 
something is bad if you don’t talk about it, 
and if people don’t talk about it,” he said. 
“Just by being yourself you never know who 
you are impacting just by being in the public 
eye and being brave and being proud of who 
you are.” 
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GLSEN hosts annual LGBTQ+ 
Youth Leadership Conference
By Hana Morita
Educators gather to learn at GLSEN conference
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Pictured: Conference organizer and Puget Sound student Danny Charney
Depression and anxiety workshop leads conference attendees in discussion
Despite Green Dot trainings and campus initiatives that work to eliminate sexual assault, 
violence still occurs on the Puget Sound campus. For students, the threat of sexual assault 
can be alarming as their campus — their virtual home — becomes a dangerous place. 
As a student at Puget Sound, I have, on multiple occasions, become aware of the unfortunate 
reality of safety on our campus; whether it be through negative experiences that friends have 
shared with me or through the safety alert emails from security services, I am constantly 
reminded that I am not safe on my own campus. 
According to the annual safety report, in 2017, three cases of rape and/or fondling were 
reported. Each of the three cases occurred on campus in non-residential areas. While three 
sexual assaults in one year is serious, it is actually relatively low when compared to the 
reported numbers of previous years — eight were reported in 2016 and 10 in 2015. In 2015 
and 2016, the reported instances of sexual assault occurred mostly on campus in residential 
areas. 
Personal safety is at the forefront of many students’ minds, especially female-identifying 
students, as women compose 91 percent of the victims of sexual assault, according to the 
National Sexual Violence Resource Center (NSVRC). No matter a person’s gender, the 
threat of sexual assault on any college campus is real. According to NSVRC, nearly 2/3 of 
college students will experience harassment. 
Safety apps are emerging as a personal security tool for all people, but especially students. 
Despite their value, safety apps are a relatively new concept and are not often credited as the 
valuable resources that they are. Beyond that, personal safety is just that: personal. It is an 
often under-discussed subject, despite being extremely important for students on a college 
campus. 
As a female student on a college campus, I have been exploring safety apps for some time. 
Through my own research, I have found three safety apps that benefit users in three different 
situations: social, emergency or in everyday life. 
BSafe
3.2 stars in the Apple app store
Free with option to upgrade for premium features
Best used in: everyday life
The BSafe app helps users feel safe while performing basic day-to-day activities. The app 
uses users’ location to place them on a digital map. It allows users to add connections (friends 
who also download the app), who they can ask to “follow them” as they head to a date, walk 
home after going out, etc. Additionally, an SOS button can be used to alert connections of 
one’s current location. 
The BSafe app includes the most unique features of the three discussed in this article, the 
first of which is its fake call tool. Users can set up a fake call that perfectly mimics that of 
a real iPhone, and it will ring on a pre-set timer. This allows users to appear to be on the 
phone if walking at night, or to create an excuse to leave a situation that may become unsafe. 
BSafe also has a voice activation feature, which allows a specific chosen phrase to activate 
the app and alert it to an emergency. Additionally, a livestream feature can be activated with 
the alarm that will stream what a user’s phone sees and hears to their connections. These 
features are unparalleled in the other apps but are only included in the premium plan for 
$7.99 a month. This app is also reliant on users’ connections to keep them safe and will not 
directly contact the police if they activate the SOS. 
Circle of 6
4.7 stars in the Apple app store
Free
Best used in: social situations
  
Circle of 6 is the ideal safety app for college students who may be going out. The app 
allows users to upload six contacts to their circle. These contacts can be notified at the 
touch of a button of their location through pre-programmed text messages, which vary from 
sending their location with the words “come get me,” to a “call me” text. 
Circle of 6 also offers information on healthy relationships and access to two pre-
programmed hotlines or a local emergency number of the user’s choice. Additionally, the 
app allows users to send an “I’m ok; I got help” text if the problem is avoided. 
Circle of 6 was created by the White House and the United States Department of Health 
and Services in the “Apps Against Abuse” technology challenge in 2011. It went on to win 
the challenge and was praised by former Vice President Joe Biden for its ability to be a new 
line of defense in users’ lives. 
The app is currently working on its Circle of 6 U version that will be customized to 
universities. Currently, UCLA, Williams College, Hobart & William Smith College and 
University of Houston students can download a customized version of the app for their 
campus. 
Circle of 6 is the best option for discreet prevention of potential negative situations and 
allows groups of friends to stay connected during a night out.
Noonlight (formerly SafeTrek)
4.7 stars in the Apple app store
Free with the option to upgrade to premium features
Best used in: emergencies
This app is designed with a single glowing button in the middle that should be held down 
by the user until they either feel safe or wish to alert the police to their location. If the user 
feels safe they can release the button and enter their passcode to assure the app that they 
are okay. If the user feels unsafe, they can release the button and alert the police to their 
location. The noonlight app is meant for emergency situations when the user feels unsafe 
and needs more immediate help. Additionally, the app allows users to enter posts into their 
timeline so their actions can be retraced by the police in the app. 
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Professor Lanctot wins Frederick 
Burkhardt Residential Fellowship
By Juliano Estrada Donatelli
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Next year the University of Puget 
Sound will send off Professor 
Brendan Lanctot as he embarks 
on a year-long research project in 
Seattle, Washington. 
Lanctot, who is an Associate 
Professor in the Hispanic Studies 
Department, was recently 
awarded The Frederick Burkhardt 
Residential Fellowship for 
Recently Tenured Scholars, an 
award given to faculty within 
their first few years as a tenured 
professor. 
Awarded by the American 
Council of Learned Societies 
(ACLS), this fellowship is 
supported by the Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation and gives 
awardees the opportunity to take 
a year-long tenure to do research 
in their field. According to the 
fellowship’s informational page 
on the ACLS website, winners 
are awarded “$95,000, plus funds 
for research costs and related 
scholarly activities of up to $7,500 
and for relocation up to $3,000.” 
The award also gives additional 
opportunities to liberal arts 
professors, including a “wider 
range of locations including 
campus humanities centers and 
university academic departments,” 
as stated by the website.
Lanctot, whose research will be 
focused on visual culture within 
19th-century Latin America, will 
be sponsored by the Simpson 
Center for the Humanities at the 
University of Washington. 
“I am extremely grateful that I 
work in a place, that even though 
it recognizes teaching as our 
fundamental and unifying activity, 
there has been throughout my 
career … just tremendous support 
for continuing … my research,” 
Lanctot said. 
Lanctot is the second professor 
from the University of Puget 
Sound to have won the fellowship, 
preceded by Jennifer Utrata, who 
won the award last year. Utrata 
is an Associate Professor of the 
Sociology and Anthropology 
Department and is currently 
finishing her year-long project: 
“Carework’s ‘Third Shift’: 
Grandparental Support and 
Family Inequality,” as stated in the 
ACLS webpage.
“For me, being able to do 
research is indispensable to being, 
or trying to be, a good teacher,” 
Lanctot said. “In large part, I 
think there is this leveling effect. 
I am thrown in the same situation 
of self-doubt and frustration and 
ignorance, and also the excitement 
of discovery, things we expect 
our student to feel in their own 
intellectual studies.”
Lanctot, who admitted rejection 
from various fellowships in the 
past, decided to apply to The 
Frederick Burkhardt Residential 
Fellowship around September, 
after receiving an email advertising 
the deadline. The rigorous 
application process included a 10-
page proposal explaining both his 
research project and its relevance 
within his academic field.  
That January, Lanctot found 
out he had won, joining the list 
of other awardees this year from 
universities such as Amherst, 
Brown, Harvard, MIT and 
Northwestern. 
His work will revolve around 
the ways in which visual culture, 
such as photography and film, 
contributed politically to the 
ways in which “popular subjects 
saw and were seen in nineteenth-
century Latin America,” as stated 
in his abstract on the ACLS 
website. His project proposal is 
entitled “Specters of the Popular 
in Nineteenth-Century Latin 
American Visual Culture.”
“I did it not because I ever 
expected to get it but because 
the exercise of having to present 
my work and conceive of a book 
project and try to underscore its 
relevance to a non-specialized 
audience I thought was a really 
important exercise,” Lanctot said. 
“When about four months later, 
I actually found out that I was 
awarded it, I remained in total 
disbelief and was very happy 
about it of course.” 
In addition, Lanctot hopes to 
incorporate what he will learn 
throughout the year into his 
future classes, specifically in 
SPAN 312: Visual Culture and 
Modernity, which is part of the 
Hispanic Studies Department and 
taught in Spanish. Lanctot also 
expressed his interest in creating a 
humanities course focused on the 
visual arts, which he stated will be 
a more “hands-on experimental, 
humanities class on seeing in the 
19th century.” 
Weighing safety 
app options
By Brynn Svenningsen
Content Warning: Mention of assault
Women’s lacrosse off to winning start in 2019 season
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By Sam Watters
The Puget Sound baseball team 
has taken an exciting turn for the 
better. After a long start to the 
season, the squad crushed three 
wins in a row against Lewis and 
Clark College the weekend of 
March 23. Numerous individual 
players had outstanding 
performances and the team as a 
whole dialed in the recent stretch 
of games. 
At the start of the season the 
team had high hopes to succeed 
early on because of their many 
returning players and excited 
young team. 
Senior captain Jack Gries 
described the team’s initial 
thoughts before season had begun.
“Returning one of the most 
experienced teams in the 
conference, we believed — 
still believe — that with the 
very talented freshman players 
combined with our experience, 
that we would make it to the 
conference tournament for the 
first time in four years and to win 
the tournament,” Gries said. 
Coach Halstead explained that 
a mixture of things came together 
for the team to have such success 
in their recent games: “Last couple 
of weeks we started playing better 
baseball. We were all healthy and 
we were ready to play.”
The team has struggled to finish 
games with wins throughout the 
season, but they are on an upward 
trend. On March 16–17, the team 
played three games in southern 
California and a series against 
Pacific Lutheran University, all of 
which were close and competitive 
games.
The baseball team encompasses 
somewhat of a young squad with 
many juniors and sophomores in 
starting positions. Out of the 45 
players that make up the team, 
only five of them are seniors. 
However, the senior class has still 
played an enormous part to help 
the team in their recent 
success.
Junior Hunter Riley 
described the team’s 
ability to take on 
adversity and improve 
late in season. 
“We are now playing 
how we were playing at 
the end of the year last 
year, with more intent at 
the plate collectively, plus 
not playing scared on 
defense,” Riley said.
During the second 
game against Lewis 
and Clark, the Loggers 
scored 27 runs, a high 
for this season. Coach 
Halstead explained the 
factors behind such a high 
scoring game: “We put a 
lot of pressure on their 
starting pitcher early and forced 
him out in the second inning, 
which gave us an opportunity to 
capitalize.”
Seniors Michael Warnick 
and Tyler Huling both pitched 
exceedingly well during the 
weekend, only allowing a total 
of 15 runs throughout all three 
games. Additionally, Gries was 
named Logger of the week for his 
outstanding performance this past 
weekend.
Gries discussed the 
improvements made throughout 
the season: “I am incredibly 
proud of the resiliency that this 
team has shown. This team has 
shown a tremendous amount of 
improvement since the start of 
the year, especially in our ability 
to play good defense and compete 
late in games.” 
Gries scored six points during 
the weekend and had several hits 
each game, making his presence 
known.
Coach Halstead acknowledged 
Gries’ hard work throughout the 
season.
“Jack had an outstanding week 
as a whole, including in California 
the week before. It wasn’t just the 
home runs; he stole multiple bases 
and diving runs. He was that 
spark of energy we needed to get 
those wins,” Halstead said.
The team will compete in 15 
more games before finishing their 
regular conference season. 
Riley described the goals and 
expectations for the rest of the 
season: “One game at time, and 
we just have to fight. We also have 
one of the best pitching staffs in 
the conference, so the pitchers 
need to keep improving and 
killing it.”
The baseball team will play 
against Whitworth University 
Saturday, April 6 and Sunday, 
April 7.
Logger baseball wins three straight against conference foe
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By Tayla MacPherson
The Logger women’s lacrosse 
team has had quite the 
commencement to their 2019 
spring season, starting off with 
a tough 0 and 3 record, but then 
quickly bouncing back to equal 
out at a 3 and 3 record. Without a 
good team chemistry both on and 
off the field, however, the team’s 
skill sets and abilities wouldn’t be 
able to shine through quite like 
they have this semester. 
First-year player Sophia 
Sangervasi says that because of 
how close the team already is this 
early in the season, players have 
grown together as one unit, which 
translates perfectly onto the field. 
“Everyone is super welcoming 
and supportive of each other on 
and off the field. It’s realy cool to 
have that type of support group,” 
Sangervasi said. 
As the season progresses and 
teams start to shape their style 
of play, Sangervasi, a defensive 
player, says that the chemistry 
of the team is what holds each 
player accountable in games and 
creates such a strong connection 
throughout the whole squad. 
“Even out of practice we’ll have 
dinner together, stuff like that,” 
Sangervasi said. 
Coach Liz Daly manages each 
aspect of the team’s performance 
and tries to get each player to push 
themselves during every practice, 
hoping that the competitive drive 
each player has can be brought out 
onto the field. 
“She’s awesome; she really 
pushes you to always improve 
and encourages camaraderie,” 
Sangervasi said. 
So far, it’s worked in the last 
three games; the Loggers have 
posted high scores against 
Willamette University, Johnson 
and Wales University and Marian 
College on Wednesday, March 20. 
While the start to the season was 
a bit rocky, the team’s expectations 
of what’s to come have certainly 
gone up when looking at the past 
two weeks. 
According to the Logger 
Athletics site, on average the team 
scores 7.33 goals per game and has 
a 2-1 away record. Even if the stats 
aren’t as high as they could be, the 
season has just started and across 
the roster, teammates know that 
with the momentum they possess, 
this season is bound to be special. 
Being a student-athlete at any 
level calls for a huge commitment 
to the team’s season, one that can 
take players away from schoolwork 
to focus solely on the sport. That 
being said, the women’s lacrosse 
team makes a point to not only 
play well in each game, but to 
stay on top of academics as well. 
Sangervasi is excited to see what 
the competition holds in store and 
is confident that the team is more 
than capable of chopping down 
the competition: “When we’re 
practicing or playing in a game, 
we’ll talk about strategy and try 
to keep a positive attitude, even if 
we’re behind in the game.”
“We have study hall on Sundays 
after practice, which is also really 
helpful to keep yourself on top of 
school work as well,” Sangervasi 
said. The time spent working 
together off the field only benefits 
the team as a unit, one that has 
quite an impressive chemistry 
about it. 
Now that the season has picked 
up and the schedule is already 
in play, the team’s practices 
are certainly intensifying in 
preparation for more upcoming 
games. The Loggers played 
Whitman on Saturday, March 
30, losing in a tough game 21-6 
and Whitworth the following day 
where they picked up a victory, 
beating the competition 15-8. 
Coming up this weekend are 
two away games, one at Linfield 
College and the second at Pacific 
University. 
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The Loggers play a game against Whitworth on March 31
The Loggers play a game against Whitman March 30
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The Loggers play against Linfield in a March 31 game
The Loggers play in a March 30 game
MLS season in full swing as Sounders start strong
zfletcher@pugetsound.edu
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The 2019 Major League Soccer (MLS) season is in full 
swing. One month in, the race for playoff spots looks to 
be a tight one. In the nether regions of both conferences 
however, some teams are desperately struggling. The Seattle 
Sounders are off to a roaring start. 
According to mlssoccer.com, opening weekend (March 
2–3) saw an unprecedented five of 12 matches end in a 
draw. However, none ended scoreless, a testament to the 
exciting soccer that the MLS offers this year. 
The other seven results were rather telling. Every team 
that walked away with three points on opening weekend 
is currently in a playoff spot (seventh place or higher). On 
the other hand, almost every team that lost their opening 
match sits below seventh place. The only exception is FC 
Cincinnati, which, in its first season in the MLS, currently 
holds fifth place in the Eastern Conference. 
The new MLS club is only three points behind first-
place D.C. United. D.C. brought in the Evertonian Pelé, 
Wayne Rooney, in June 2018 to great effect. The former 
England Captain scored 18 goals in 20 appearances in his 
first season in D.C., according to mlssoccer.com. Rooney 
has already bagged four goals in four games this campaign, 
certainly a warning sign to defenses across the league. 
In the Western Conference, Los Angeles FC holds first 
place with 13 points from five games. LAFC — owned 
by Will Ferrell, Mia Hamm and Magic Johnson, among 
others — is only in its second MLS season. The club 
impressively finished third in the West last year, but their 
postseason campaign was short-lived, as they lost at home 
to Real Salt Lake in the first round of playoffs. 
Behind LAFC? None other than Seattle Sounders, 
who started the season with three straight wins. It took 
some last minute heroics from goalkeeper Stefan Frei and 
defender Kim Kee-Hee to keep their undefeated record 
as they tied Vancouver 0-0 in the last match. Nonetheless, 
the Sounders are looking like a force to be reckoned with. 
Sophomore Donovan Screws is a long-time supporter of 
The Rave Green (a popular moniker for the club). Screws 
is still haunted by the unfortunate end to Seattle’s 2018 
season. In the Conference Semifinals, Sounders hosted 
their biggest rivals, the Portland Timbers. After a dramatic, 
high-scoring second leg, a penalty shootout sent Rose City 
through to the Conference Finals. 
Screws recalled the ecstasy that the first 90 minutes of 
the match induced: “I was at the game with Homer, my 
dad, and when Raúl Ruidíaz (of Peru) scored a screamer in 
stoppage time to send it to extra time, we embraced each 
other in a way we hadn’t since he watched me score my first 
goal on Junior Varsity years ago.” 
The Peruvian striker’s heroics could not save Seattle in 
the ensuing penalty shootout however, which Portland 
won 4-2. Unsurprisingly, this final result conjured different 
emotions from Sounders supporters.
Screws illustrated the disappointment that filled 
CenturyLink Field: “When something like that happens, 
it really makes you think. Homer and I didn’t speak a word 
on our way out of the stadium — no one did, really.” 
Despite a disappointing postseason, Sounders made their 
presence known last year. After a rough start to the season, 
winning only four games, Seattle somehow managed 
to finish second place in the Western Conference. They 
broke the MLS record for consecutive victories in league 
play along the way, winning nine matches in a row. If the 
Sounders defeat Vancouver, they will have tied this record, 
recording five wins at the end of last season and four at the 
beginning of this current campaign. 
Coming into 2019, Seattleites have a lot to be excited 
about. For one, local lad Jordan Morris is back from a 
year-long absence after a horrid knee injury. The speed-
merchant of a forward hails from Mercer Island, one of 
many reasons that he is a fan favorite. In the 2019 season 
opener, Morris bagged a brace (two goals in one match), a 
dream return to the pitch.
Screws was particularly excited about this development. 
“ACL injuries can ruin careers at any level of soccer. I’ve 
seen it happen, so seeing J-Mo come back so strong was 
brilliant,” Screws said. 
It is this recent run of form that has Seattle supporters 
feeling optimistic about 2019. “The Rave Green subreddit 
is filled with positivity,” Screws said. “Sounders fans around 
the world have been expressing high hopes for this season.” 
Seattle Sounders are one of many franchises that have 
upped their game enormously in recent years. Major League 
Soccer has brought in many aging but top-class players 
from around the globe. Players like Zlatan Ibrahimovic, 
David Villa, Gustav Svensson and the aforementioned 
Wayne Rooney have graced the league with their talents 
and raised domestic standards.
Additionally, MLS teams have developed homegrown 
talents of their own. The most recent product of MLS 
academies is Alphonso Davies. The 18-year-old Canadian 
international came up the ranks in Vancouver and entered 
the first team in great style. After two eye-catching seasons 
in the MLS, Davies signed with FC Bayern Munich, a 
top-class German club. 
All in all, Major League Soccer is on the up, and Seattle 
Sounders is a great choice for anyone looking to join in on 
the excitement around American soccer. As Screws puts 
it, “MLS is unironically one of, if not the best, league in 
world football.” 
Kayak club prepares for 
Northwest Creeking 
Competition
Next weekend, Puget Sound kayakers will suit up and strap in as 
they compete alongside hundreds of other boaters in the annual 
Northwest Creeking Competition (NWCC) in Yacolt, WA. 
The Northwest Creeking Competition, formerly the Canyon 
Creek Race, was started to save the lower Canyon Creek from 
being dammed. Since then it has grown into one of the largest and 
most popular creeking competitions in the country. 
The race will take place April 13 and 14, on the scenic East 
Fork Lewis River and Canyon Creek rivers. Racers and their 
support teams will have the option of camping at Sunset Falls 
Campground, where they will be able to watch professional and 
amateur boaters strategize the cleanest line down the shoot. 
Head of the kayak club Clay Ross is set to bring around 12 
Puget Sound kayakers (students and alumni), many of whom will 
bravely launch themselves off of the infamous 18-foot Sunset 
Falls. 
The club has been sending kayakers to the race for over 15 years 
and Ross loves the event because it has something to offer all of 
his kayakers, whether they are advanced boaters or just beginning.
“At that event our top-end boaters can race competitively 
against other boaters from all over, but at the same time if you’ve 
just gotten into boating and you really want to do something 
awesome, we have a waterfall that we take people off of that is 
super clean and super fun,” Ross said. 
The event is a great way for newer kayakers to get stoked on 
boating, notes junior Izzy Lidsky.
“Rush Sturges, Eric Jackson and other big names in the boating 
world often attend and compete. It’s really cool for all of us to get 
to be in the presence of such incredible kayakers,” Lidsky said.
Junior Tess Fields agrees; the sense of community she feels at the 
competition is the biggest draw for her.
“For me, going to competitions is less so about competing and 
more about all of the people that the event brings together. The 
NWCC gathers together river folk from all over for a weekend of 
good music, food and playtime on the water,” she said. 
The competitions are divided by gender, skill level and craft — 
rafters, stand up paddle boarders and inflatable kayakers are all 
welcome to come join in the fun! There are races all day Saturday 
and Sunday, giving parents, friends and teammates lots of time to 
cheer on the racers. 
As the competition draws nearer, Loggers are getting excited to 
see how their skills have advanced over the last year.
“I’m excited to see how my paddling has progressed from last 
year. I spent some time down in Chile paddling this year and I’m 
curious to see how the skills I felt that I improved on down south 
apply during the race,” Fields said. 
But the competition isn’t all fun and games; kayaking is nerve-
wracking and comes with a pressure that many Puget Sound 
boaters will have to come to terms with before the race. 
“Racing has always made me a little nervous. It’s rare that I 
paddle alone, and though during a race there are safety kayakers 
scattered through the rapids, there are points on the river where 
no one else is in sight. To me, the feeling of being alone and 
pushing as hard as possible is equally as nerve-wracking as it is 
exciting,” Fields said.
For those not racing, barbeque, campfires and vendors will all 
be present, as well as full camping facilities and shuttles between 
rivers. If you are interested in attending, email Clay Ross (jcross2@
pugetsound.edu); the team always needs extra cheerleaders. 
SPORTS & OUTDOORS
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By Lars Defty
A Minnesota FC striker 
dribbles down the field
A kayaker floats on the river
Since the University of Puget Sound first 
instituted the use of the Dining Dollar in 
1993, its value has remained fairly constant, 
fluctuating within a range between $2.00 and 
$3.50. In the last week, this constancy has 
given way to a dramatic deflation, with the 
value of the Dining Dollar increasing by well 
over 1,000 percent. 
The rapid increase in the value of the Dining 
Dollar has triggered immediate dramatic 
change in the economic landscape of the 
University of Puget Sound student body. 
Some students, who had large quantities of 
Dining Dollars before their explosive increase 
in worth, are euphoric at their good fortune. 
Others are furious that they’ve missed out.
“I just haaaaad to get the Light Plan,” 
sophomore Martin Welps said. “I very nearly 
got the medium plan. I was this close. If I had 
done that, I’d be a big roller right about now.” 
Welps kicked over a small wastebasket.
Junior Adrionus Drake, who chose to 
purchase the Hearty Plan, was over the moon after the dramatic deflation of the Dining 
Dollar.
“Oh man, I always thought something like this might happen to me,” Drake said. “From 
now on, for me it’s fast cars, fast women. I’m going to have lobster for my midday snack. I 
don’t even want to tell you about my dinner. Oh, boy. I can’t wait to see the Ottoman Empire. 
I hope I still get my homework done when I’m having sex with so many beautiful women.”
Other students with large quantities weren’t so surprised.
“I’ve been studying cryptocurrencies for some time,” sophomore Gangrus Anxe said. “No 
traditional line of work every seemed quite right for me. Being a laborer? Too hard. A 
teacher? Too many books. A celebrity? I’m not really into attention or anything. But buying 
a bunch of digital coins and then just becoming wealthy while playing Fortnite in my room? 
Um, yes please. I knew this would happen. People used to laugh at me for investing in 
Dining Dollars, but I’m laughing now … because I bought the Mega Plan.”
I pressed Gangrus to speak more about his newfound fortune, but he insisted he must 
leave to try and purchase Elon Musk’s home phone number.
While Hearty Plan and Mega Plan meal holders are extreme cases, the whole student 
body has abruptly become endowed with 
enormous virtual wealth. The average 
Puget Sound student now possesses a 
supply of Dining Dollars worth over 
80,000 American dollars. Initially, students 
were thrilled and excited to make some fun 
purchases — until it became clear that the 
Dining Dollars could only be spend at on-
campus dining services.
“I guess I can get a lot of gluten-free snack 
bars,” devastated Dining Dollar millionaire 
Devilin Deals said. 
The C-Store has already been ravished. 
All that is left are packages of Annie’s 
Deluxe Mac and Cheese, which everyone 
knows contains disgusting goop. Depressed 
students holding worthless fortunes eat 
themselves sick on the latest casserole from 
Chef ’s Table. The deflation of the Dining 
Dollar has transformed Diversions from 
an uncomfortably manic space to a primal, 
mindless feeding frenzy resulting in daily 
injuries. 
I spoke with Diversions employee Kendrice Cams about the change in the shop’s 
atmosphere.
“I mean, people have always bought expensive and elaborate drinks, but it’s gotten 
completely out of control. People are ordering outrageous volumes of hemp milk, vanilla 
pumps, extra shots, just because they can. A lot of students order drinks and pour them out 
in front of us and then order them again. Capitalism … is a crazy thing,” Cams said. 
Most students have been very disappointed to learn they can only use Dining Dollars here, 
but first-years have been taking it relatively well, reasoning that they have enough time to 
make good use of their cryptocurrency.
“Yeah, I’d rather buy a Roomba, but it’s not so bad. In four years, I’m sure I can buy plenty 
of poptarts and mac and cheese,” first-year Movies John said.
Unfortunately, Dining Dollars cannot roll over. It sadly simply cannot be done. We do not 
have the technology. It is impossible. All of these massive fortunes will vanish at the end of 
the semester. 
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Combat Zone writers are Erin Lungwitz and Hanna Woods. Linnea Stoll is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this 
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
By Bean McQueen
Value of Dining Dollar jumps to $130, making 
some students kings among men
By Grizz’s Toe
Senior sees his past self during 
Discover Puget Sound weekend
10
Transcript from an exclusive interview with Puget 
Sound senior Josh Johnson. Interview conducted by 
representative from Non-governmental Organization 
(NGO) “House of Past Lives.”
J: Shhhhhhhh, you’re thinking too loud. You’re staring too 
loud. Stop! Don’t do that! Will you promise to believe me? 
Please? No one has believed me. Sorry. Sorry. God. I’m a 
mess. I haven’t slept in a week. Maybe months. 
HPL: Josh, it is going to be okay. Can someone please dim the 
lighting and grab a Powerade for him? Okay, can you please 
start from the beginning? Wherever you feel the beginning is. 
J: Some time ago … days … weeks … years … Does it even 
matter? I was out on Todd Field playing Grill Tennis. I felt 
powerful that day. With every swing of my arm I felt my 
muscles tense up in a brawny way. I was IN my body. The 
sun was shining. And, to be honest I felt like the king of the 
campus. People walking down Commencement saw me and 
they liked it. The girls’ eyes lingered on me. The boys exuded 
jealousy. I was the picture of a senior at the top of his game. 
Then, as I was watching the ball travel toward the grill, 
my eyes focused on a kid across the way. He was between 
scrawny and swole. I could tell –– no, I knew –– he’d just 
gotten into whey protein powder the month before. His 
football coach had recently given him the Most Improved 
award. His mom had just told him, “Son, represent our little 
town just outside San Francisco well.” Do … do you follow 
me? Most people start questioning me about here. 
HPL: Yes, Josh, I follow. If you need a moment, please take one. 
I’m ready to hear the rest when you are prepared. 
J: This kid … this kid … I … he was laying eyes on this 
other prospective student. She was … is ... my girlfriend and 
has been for three years. But, it was her — GOD I can’t 
explain it. It was her from the past. She was still wearing 
those tall, knee-high riding boots –– she didn’t yet know 
that slightly-above-the-ankle was the only boot-height 
allowed in the Pacific Northwest. I saw him –– I mean ME 
–– look at her and try to play it cool. He raised his hand to 
give her a little wave, got shy and put his hand through his 
hair. Embarrassing, but I remember it. Aw, little man, he 
didn’t know anything yet.
I was watching myself and my girlfriend. I was watching us 
… but I was there. I was watching us from the past. 
HPL: Josh, you look ill. Do you need anything? 
J: No …. no …. I think that I can go on. Despite the fact that 
I was owning the Grill Tennis arena, I stopped and decided 
to discreetly follow us. Their tour guide was my buddy Joe. 
Joe seemed a little dazed; we’ve been friends since our first 
year, and he was really craning to look at my girlfriend and 
me from the past. We walked into the S.U.B. and me from 
the past ordered my classic egg salad sandwich. Then, my 
past self saw present me, walked toward me and said, “Good 
luck finishing your econ thesis.” 
HPL: You are doing great. Please continue. 
J: The strength I’ve gained from my four years of drinking at 
least two Core Powers per day left my body in that moment. 
I collapsed on the ground and woke up in the library 
archives. A copy of a Puget Sound yearbook from each year 
since the school’s founding was open in front of me. I was 
in every. Single. Yearbook. My friends were in every. Single. 
Yearbook. You’ve made it this far, but you’ll leave too, I’m 
sure. I beg of you though, please stay. 
HPL: Nobody is going anywhere, Josh. You are believed here 
at House of Past Lives. Someone, please put a cold towel on his 
forehead! Josh, go on. 
J: Since this moment I’ve begun to lose my mind. Whenever 
… whenever … I try and show the yearbooks to my friends 
the images are different. I’ve tried to find Joe, but he went 
missing after the tour. I have no idea where he is. This school 
is in a f—- time warp. But I guess I should’ve known since 
… you know what they say … once a logger, always a logger. 
Once ... a … Logger … always …. a …. Logger. Once 
……………… a ………….. Logger …………. Always 
………. A ………. Logger.
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Climate change has the potential to be 
very detrimental to all people’s health; 
however, people of color are suffering 
most from public health issues and climate 
change. Historically oppressed groups, like 
people of color, are at a much higher risk of 
disease and premature death due to public 
health and climate-related issues. 
On Tuesday, March 26, a panel of 
speakers presented on the intersection 
of public health, climate change and 
social justice as part of the Spring 2019 
Climate Justice Speakers Series at the 
University of Puget Sound. The speakers 
were Marnie Boardman, the Climate and 
Health Coordinator for Washington State 
Department of Health; Luke Sturgeon, 
the Health and All Policies Coordinator 
at Tacoma/Pierce County Health 
Department; and T’wina Franklin Nobles, 
the President and CEO of The Tacoma 
Urban League, an organization that works 
to empower local African Americans and 
disenfranchised groups. 
The panelists explained that public health 
impacts due to climate change can include 
worsening allergies, asthma, pulmonary 
and cardiovascular diseases, malnutrition, 
physical injuries and even mental health 
problems. 
“Every person is vulnerable; no one gets 
out of this without having some kind of 
impact. But most importantly and most 
emphatically, some are disproportionately 
vulnerable,” Boardman said. 
The most vulnerable tend to be people 
of color and they also tend to live in the 
most poverty-stricken neighborhoods. 
These neighborhoods experience a 
lack of resources like medical care 
that is desperately needed with rising 
environmental health detriments from 
climate change. Much of this is due to 
deep-seated institutional racism.
When analyzing life expectancy in 
Tacoma, Sturgeon and the Tacoma/Pierce 
County Department of Health found as 
much as a 15-year difference in the age of 
death between groups of predominantly 
white areas versus areas with mostly people 
of color. 
“That’s a huge disparity! We have a saying 
in public health that your zip code, not 
your genetic code, determines how healthy 
you’ll be. Where you live in the county 
could mean as much as a 15-year difference 
in life expectancy,” Sturgeon said. 
Until the Fair Housing Act was passed 
in 1968, people of color were systematically 
and intentionally excluded from “white” 
neighborhoods. The federal government 
took part in something called redlining, 
which was a systematic exclusion of services 
such as insurance, loans and health care to 
residents of certain neighborhoods. More 
often than not, this exclusion was racially 
motivated.
As part of redlining, neighborhoods were 
assigned grades ranking from A, meaning 
the safest investment for infrastructure and 
development, to D, meaning a very unsafe 
and a virtually impossible investment. 
Many of the D-graded neighborhoods 
were assigned their grade on race alone. 
As an example, Sturgeon displayed a city 
map of Tacoma from the 1930s. It showed 
an area of A-graded sites surrounded by a 
very small D-graded site. 
In explanation, the city wrote: “Three highly 
respected Negro families owned homes and 
lived in the middle block of this area facing 
Ve r d e 
Street. While very much above the 
average for their race, it is quite generally 
recognized among realtors that their 
presence seriously detracts from the 
desirability of their neighborhood.”
This deeply upsetting message is from 
over 80 years ago; however, policies like 
these still greatly impact people of color 
today. Because of a historical lack of 
investment and infrastructure in these 
neighborhoods, residents have less access 
to job opportunities, transit, healthy food 
and medical care. 
“There’s a long history in public health 
and academia of looking at data like we 
looked at and saying, ‘We know what’s 
best for the people who live in these areas.’ 
… It’s so much better to instead ask those 
people what they need … and allow them 
to advocate for their own health,” Sturgeon 
said. 
This is why Tacoma/Pierce County 
Health Department provides funds to 
organizations like the Tacoma Urban 
League and allows them the freedom to 
put the money where the community needs 
it most. 
“We’re focusing on homeowners and 
stable housing, affordable housing, good 
policy that would help us think about the 
communities that are impacted most by 
pollution and other disparities,” Nobles 
said of the funds provided by Tacoma/
Pierce County Health Department. 
The partnership of Tacoma Urban 
League and the Tacoma/Pierce County 
Health Department not only helps 
fund necessary community functions, 
but it also helps with communication. 
Often communities that are historically 
oppressed do not trust historically corrupt 
government organizations like Tacoma/
Pierce County Health Department but 
do trust organizations like Tacoma Urban 
League. 
“When T’wina mentioned the work that 
Tacoma/Pierce does with Tacoma Urban 
League, you know, the State Department 
of Health or local health department 
are not always going to be the trusted 
messenger for getting an exchange in 
health information. It is so vital to have 
community organizations that help to get 
information,“ Boardman said. 
Clearly, the oppressive systems that were 
set up long ago still persist today and greatly 
impact people right here in Tacoma. The 
partnering of larger groups like Tacoma/
Pierce County Health Department and 
smaller community groups like the Tacoma 
Urban League can begin to change Tacoma 
for the better by providing necessary funds, 
communication and support.
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Latinxs Unidos hosts ‘Dolores’ film screening
Dolores Huerta might be the most 
influential American labor and civil 
rights activist that you haven’t heard 
of. Seeking to correct that oversight, 
student-group Latinxs Unidos reached 
out to the rest of the campus community 
last Saturday and Sunday in the form of 
a film screening. 
The 2017 film “Dolores” by Peter 
Bratt covers the life and work of 
Dolores Huerta, a co-founder of the 
National Farmworkers Association, an 
instrumental leader in the Delano grape 
strike in 1965 and a fighter for Latinx 
and women’s rights to this very day. 
Huerta’s contributions to Latinx and 
labor rights have been largely dismissed 
and minimized within the shadow of 
César Chavez. 
“People might’ve learned about César 
Chavez — but more often than not 
people don’t know who Dolores Huerta 
was,” President of Latinxs Unidos Soli 
Loya-Lara ’20 said. This is the largest-
scale film screening that Latinxs Unidos 
has ever put on, since they usually do 
small movie nights only for themselves.
“It is important to share this part of 
history with people. Because I think, a 
lot of times, Latinx history in the U.S. is 
relegated maybe to a paragraph,” Loya-
Lara said. 
This is an important theme discussed 
in the film, especially towards its 
conclusion when the documentary turns 
to more recent events in Huerta’s life, 
including a comment about Republican 
apathy towards Latinx people that led 
to a ban on ethnic studies in the state 
of Arizona.
As with many films, the opening 
scenes operate as a thesis statement. 
In “Dolores,” the opening shots follow 
Huerta as she walks to and from 
different engagements, always shooting 
her from behind. This showcases Huerta 
as a woman at the forefront, a woman 
who leads and a woman to be followed. 
Latinxs Unidos is a relatively young 
club on campus working to expand their 
reach and visibility at Puget Sound. 
“The most recent form of our 
club started in 2014 as CHispA 
(Community for Hispanic Awareness) 
with only three students. In 2015 we 
changed the name to Latinos United 
for Culture and Education, and now 
we’re Latinxs Unidos and we have 
grown exponentially,” Loya-Lara said.
In these early years, the group is 
focusing both on harboring a strong 
community within themselves, as 
well as being an active member of the 
community at large. 
“It’s about just being able to create a 
community for Latinx students on the 
campus. Within the last year, we’ve 
been working really to listen to what 
our members are saying that they want 
— really trying to open up spaces where 
people feel like they can be comfortable 
coming in and talking about things that 
are important to us,” Loya-Lara said.
The screening of “Dolores” is a largely 
intersectional invitation to interact with 
and acknowledge the Latinx community 
on campus. Huerta’s story can appeal to 
anyone interested in social justice, and 
Loya-Lara said that when organizing 
the screening, Latinxs Unidos reached 
out to multiple departments on campus, 
including the history, gender and queer 
studies, and sociology and anthropology 
departments, to advertise because 
they felt the film offered such a large 
landscape of relevant ideas and themes. 
“I think doing things like this is 
important for us to show, ‘Hey, we’re on 
campus, and these are the things we can 
share with you and we’d love for you to 
share with us in the same way,’” Loya-
Lara said. 
The film is an inspiring look at an 
incredibly influential, powerful human 
being who deserves an immense 
amount of recognition. Latinxs Unidos 
utilized the “Dolores” film screening to 
showcase themselves and this incredible 
woman to the Puget Sound community.
If you’d like to get involved in Latinxs 
Unidos, they hold meetings every 
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Student 
Diversity Center.
By Evan Welsh
By Arielle Harvey
Climate Justice Speaker Series: The intersection 
of public health and climate change
Dolores Huerta speaking at an event in Phoenix, 
Arizona in 2016.
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Collins presents ‘Read to Me,’ a psychometric 
collaboration with objects
By Carlisle Huntington
Every object has a story. But have you 
ever considered reading a story to an 
object? This is the central experiment of 
Sarah Bodman’s book arts project, “Read 
to Me,” wherein the London-based artist 
collaborated with a psychometric reader 
in the Netherlands to find the hidden 
stories behind a collection of objects 
purchased at second-hand shops across 
Europe. 
Psychometry — a word that derives 
from the Greek roots psukhē, meaning 
“spirit” or “soul,” and metron, meaning 
“measure” — is just that: measuring the 
soul or essence of objects. Also known 
as “token-object reading,” it is a form of 
extrasensory perception characterized 
by the ability to reveal the previously 
unknown history through physical touch. 
According to her artist statement, 
Bodman first became interested in 
psychic readings during her month-long 
residency at the Visual Studies Workshop 
(VSW) in Rochester, New York. It 
was there that she first read about the 
infamous Fox Sisters, three sisters who 
gained rapid acclaim in the 19th century 
in Rochester as spiritual mediums. 
“As I sat at the table reading in the 
archive at VSW,” Bodman said, “I 
imagined that the Fox Sisters would 
have been at a similar table in a similar 
large mansion house over 150 years ago, 
thrilling their audiences with ‘spiritual 
encounters.’”
As a means of combining her artistic 
passion with her love for reading novels 
and poetry, Bodman decided to find a 
psychic reader of her very own in order 
to find a way to communicate ideas or 
messages from books to material objects. 
Bodman purchased 10 different objects 
from second-hand stores around the U.K. 
and Europe and read each of them a story, 
poem or chapter from her favorite novel. 
Afterwards, she shipped the objects to a 
psychometric reader to hear what the 
objects could “read” back to her. 
The final product is a series of four-
color risograph print books. On each 
page is a photograph of the object on the 
right and the object’s history, according 
to the psychic reader. What results is 
a quaint, yet haunting, meditation on 
the impressions we leave behind in the 
material world. 
“What I really appreciate about Sarah’s 
work is her ingenuity,” Library Director 
Jane Carlin said. Carlin developed 
a professional relationship with the 
artist many years ago, while traveling in 
London. 
“She takes on new thoughts and 
ideas and she is always looking at new 
techniques and new technologies, like 
new printing methods and laser cutting. 
But she’s also very innovative. Who 
would have thought to use psychometric 
readers?” Carlin said. 
Bodman’s project certainly goes outside 
the box. In fact, it goes outside this entire 
earthly plain! The object-stories included 
in the booklets are brief yet poignant, 
providing readers with just the faintest 
image of the object’s past life, like a 
snapshot from a dream. 
One story of vintage cameo reads: “It 
was made with precision. The person who 
received it was a woman. She lived in a 
tight regime where she had to survive. 
She died young. She was attached to this 
cameo. … It also has to do with lost love.” 
These haunting descriptions, combined 
with the images, which all possess a 
certain ethereal glow thanks to Bodman’s 
risograph printing technique, come 
together to create a truly evocative 
collection. 
Whether you believe in the validity of 
psychometry or not, Bodman’s exhibit 
makes us reconsider the banality of 
everyday objects and ask ourselves what 
hidden stories they might harbor. You 
can check out the exhibit for yourself in 
Collins Memorial Library until May 12.PHOTO CREDIT TO NAYRA HALAJIAN
The sun was just starting to 
set when the music began. It 
was a Friday night and a crowd 
of students had gathered at 
Oppenheimer Cafe for the Open 
Mic night. The 15 acts consisted 
of 14 musical performances and 
one poetry reading, featuring 
both on-campus and off-campus 
artists, with Anand Landon, who 
organized the event, serving as 
emcee. 
The opening act featured local 
Tacoma musician Nick Rogers, 
also known as Big Sky Mind, 
who performed an original song 
with guitar and vocals titled “Back 
Around.” The performance set 
the mood for the evening with its 
serene yet moving sound. 
The second act saw Sanjay 
Singh ’19 perform a peaceful yet 
groovy tune on his guitar. The rest 
of the performances were done 
by University of Puget Sound 
students. 
Anna Graf was up next. For her 
big open mic debut, she performed 
a cover of the song “The One,” by 
Wild Child. Similarly, the fourth 
act, Alex Guzman, performed a 
piece on his guitar. Lenora Yee, 
the fifth performer, broke from 
the lighthearted, tranquil mood 
with her melancholy and moving 
original, “Bird Song,” showcasing 
her ukulele and vocal skills. 
Up next were Kerry Miller on 
guitar and Sahiti Shankar on 
vocals. The two performed a love 
song, titled “Ultraviolet,” which 
was written by Shankar. The 
song broke the pensive spell Yee 
had cast on the audience with its 
warm and comforting tones. 
After the duet, Miller performed 
a short but sweet Alt-J cover on 
guitar. The following performance 
saw a duet performed by Allison 
Shapiro on vocals and Micah 
Hirsch on vocals and guitar. The 
duo showcased their musical 
abilities with a cover of “Cherry 
Wine” by Hozier. 
Nobody was ready for what 
came next. Christian Wiemer ’19 
exhibited his extraordinary vocal 
and banjo strumming talents with 
a rendition of “Dead Man’s Dance” 
by Bradford Loomis. Wiemer 
was introduced by Landon as a 
“powerhouse on vocals and banjo,” 
and he did not fail to deliver. The 
song started out slow and mellow, 
but in the last half exploded 
into a vibrant, lively tune. The 
energetic vibe of the performance 
was a nice break from the slower, 
calmer atmospheres created by the 
previous acts. 
“I just love music. I discovered 
it when I was 10 or 11. I just 
started playing the piano at home, 
figuring out songs by ear. I just 
really enjoyed it and I got a lot of 
gratification out of it. I just love 
it,” Wiemer said. 
The 10th performance featured 
a cover of “Archers” by With 
Confidence performed by Serena 
McKibben ’22, and the 11th act 
consisted of a reading of two 
poems by Asha Berkes ’21. 
The second poem was an 
original, titled “Spring” and ended 
with the iconic line, “Everything’s 
gonna be ok, bitch.” The two 
performances brought back the 
languid and dreamy atmosphere 
that the previous performances 
had created and that Wiemer’s 
explosive performance had 
shattered. 
Following Berkes was Hirsch 
on vocals and guitar, performing 
a sweet love song he had written 
titled “Dirty Shoes and Funerals.” 
The 13th act was Jacqueline 
Kaplan’s impromptu a capella 
performance of “Beautiful Girl” 
by Sara Bareilles, and the second-
to-last performance was another 
impromptu performance by an 
audience member of an original 
song on guitar.
Last but not least was Landon, 
who played an impressive cover of 
“Message in a Bottle” by the Police 
with some added improvisational 
guitar riffs. The hot take on the 
classic throwback finished off the 
night on an energized note.
“People just showed up on their 
own accord, which was great. 
Most of the faces I’ve seen here 
I didn’t even see in the Facebook 
events and they just showed 
up,” Landon said. “This venue 
is awesome. The first guy who 
performed, his parents came up 
to me to compliment the venue 
because it’s like you’re in a snow 
globe, it’s awesome. I’d be down 
to have every other month at a 
different venue, so one month is 
Divs, one month is Opp. That’d be 
pretty dope.” 
In the crowd was a fair amount 
of current University of Puget 
Sound students as well as 
prospective students visiting the 
campus. 
“I was hosting some prospective 
students and it sounded like a fun 
time so I thought I’d bring them 
along,” Jonathan Vair ’22 said. 
“I’d come watch again; I thought 
it was fun. I really enjoyed the 
variety of all the different acts.”
Landon is hoping to make 
the open mic nights a monthly 
occurrence, so stay on the lookout 
for future events. 
Open Mic at Oppenheimer Cafe 
showcases student creativity
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Sanjay Singh ’19 performing on electric guitar.
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Objects and risograph prints featured in Collins Memorial Library
Objects and risograph prints featured in Collins Memorial Library
By Keara Wood
